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On behalf of the Transportation Institute and our member companies, I am writing to endorse HJR 40 

concerning Cook Inlet beluga whale critical habitat.    The Transportation Institute is a non-profit organization 

dedicated to maritime research, education, and promotion.  The Institute member companies participate in all 

phases of the nation‘s deep-sea, foreign, and domestic shipping trades. All are of U.S. Registry—manned by 

American citizen-mariners, operating under the world‘s highest safety standards, and proudly flying the 

American flag.  Several of these operators would be impacted by the critical habitat designation being 

considered by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 

            Aside from the lack of scientific data supporting NOAA‘s decision making and the overall threat to 

potential economic development for Southcentral Alaska, I wish to confine our concerns of the issue at hand to 

certain transportation/logistics and national security impacts of the NOAA rulemaking.  The Endangered 

Species Act (ESA) Section 4(b)(2) provides that ‗‗the Secretary shall designate critical habitat...on the basis of 

the best scientific data available and after taking into consideration the economic impact, impact to national 

security, and any other relevant impact of specifying any particular area as critical habitat.‘‘   Accordingly, the 

potential impact of NOAA‘s designation of beluga whale critical habitat and remediation thereof will have a 

significant and direct impact on the economic and defense interests of Alaska and our nation.  At the very least, 

NOAA should exclude the Port of Anchorage and the vessel traffic lane through Cook Inlet to the port from 

being impacted by this rulemaking. 

Despite up to five transits a week through Cook Inlet and in every season, our members‘ ocean-going 

vessels have never had a single whale strike.  They have maintained an unblemished record of safety and risk 

avoidance while managing the difficult transit through Cook Inlet and its challenging tidal action.  Given their 

nearly fifty years of experience and dynamic improvements in technology, we have every reason to believe this 

admired safety record will continue. Furthermore, both Horizon and TOTE do not discharge ballast water in 

Cook Inlet and threaten these waters with the potential introduction of invasive species to create further 

imbalance to the beluga‘s marine environment.  

The Port of Anchorage serves 80 percent of Alaska's population and 90 percent of the consumer goods 

of Alaska. The port is the major gateway for Alaska's water-borne commerce and a vital element of the regional 

economy. In terms of economic impact, the port generates more than $750 million each year.  Much of this 

economic activity is related to the predictable and frequent service provided by the ocean-going vessels of 

Horizon Lines and TOTE.  Maintaining their reliable schedules is critical to the just-in-time logistics service 

supporting South-central Alaska, the rail-belt Interior Alaska, and the critical energy sector of the North Slope.  

Having regular and dependable service through the population and transit hub of Anchorage affords Alaskan 

firms the ability to eliminate the need to warehouse most goods through distribution centers.  Most containers 

and trailers are handled as intermodal cargo and proceed directly to their retail destinations from the ships.  This 

saves Alaskans an estimated $70.2 million in annual warehouse and distribution costs.  Moreover, the quality 

and freshness of goods, despite a 3-4 day ocean-going journey, is maintained.  Thankfully, the days of brown 

lettuce and powdered milk are a distant memory for Alaskans served through the Port of Anchorage. 

Undoubtedly, the threat of losing schedule integrity is of paramount importance for our vessel operators 

and the impact it would have on Alaska‘s citizens cannot be underestimated.  It is conceivable for the critical 

habitat designation to require operational changes that will at best hamper, if not create uncompromising 

circumstances and unanticipated consequences causing insurmountable delays.  The rigor of managing the tides, 

weather, silt, and ice in Cook Inlet while meeting scheduled arrival and departure times must not be further 

complicated.  This is especially so since numerous studies conducted over many years show a distinct lack of 

any scientific evidence that human activity of any kind (beyond subsistence harvesting) has had any impact on 

the beluga whale population.   

Aside from these economic impact concerns, Congress sought to assure an ESA designation did not endanger 

the defense requirements of our nation.  It has been noted that the Port of Anchorage is one of only 19 From: 
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Strategic Seaports –and the only one not in the Continental United States—as designated by the Military 

Surface Deployment and Distribution Command (SDDC).  This selection is based upon Anchorage playing a 

critical role in the deployment of U.S. Armed Forces, including units based at Fort Richardson and other 

military installations in Alaska.  An engineering analysis of the POA determined that its strategic value was 

based on its crucial ―highway, water and rail access, cargo staging area and berthing capacity."  According to 

Brig. Gen. Mark Scheid, SDDC's Deputy Commanding General/Director of Operations, units like the 172nd 

Stryker Brigade Combat Team, at Fort Wainwright, and an Airborne Brigade Combat Team, at Fort 

Richardson, require the ability to deploy by sea, as do units that may train in Alaska. 

Furthermore, TOTE officials attest to the critical nature of their waterborne cargo service to Anchorage.  

TOTE‘s annual estimated load factor attributed to military-related supplies and equipment is a full 12 percent of 

their business. 

A more subtle aspect of the defense-related role of the deep-sea vessels serving the Cook Inlet, including 

the U.S.-flag tankers serving Nikiski, is our military relies on a reserve pool of professional mariners to crew 

the vessels maintained by the federal Maritime Administration in the Ready Reserve Force which are broken 

out in times of conflict or crises.  Among these are the skilled seafarers who work aboard Horizon Line and 

TOTE cargo ships and Seabulk tankers.  Former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Colin Powell 

stated in 1992 that, ―I have come to appreciate first-hand why our merchant marine has long been called the 

nation‘s fourth arm of defense… The American seafarer provides an essential service to the well-being of the 

nation, as was demonstrated so clearly during operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm.‖  In fact, civilian 

mariners are currently serving aboard MARAD managed vessels and on private U.S.-flag vessels contracted to 

support our government in defense and humanitarian efforts in Afghanistan and Haiti. 

  The military also relies on the vessels and logistical support of our private-sector merchant marine.  

Ironically, one of the first commercial vessels to be chartered to the military to supply our troops with vehicles 

and cargo during Operation Enduring Freedom/Iraqi Freedom was none other than a TOTE roll-on/roll-off (Ro-

Ro) ship taken off the Anchorage run.  The special design of the vessel enables most any vehicle to be driven 

aboard, making it an exceptional vessel for charter to the military.  It can sail at a top speed of 24 knots and has 

a shallow draft --to reach ports that other vessels would find too dangerous.   

It should be abundantly clear that the use of commercial U.S.-flag vessels having great military utility, 

along with their civilian officers and crew, are of significant importance to our military planners, logistics 

experts, and transporters in the event of a national emergency or global conflict.  They rely on us, particularly 

when our allies are not willing or able to help.  Threatening the viability of these firms and the crucial seagoing 

and logistical jobs they support is not in the nation‘s interest. 

I trust I have shared, in brief, some of the economic and defense impact concerns the ESA critical 

habitat designation poses for Alaska and the United States. The economy of Alaska and the nation is in a 

precarious state and will suffer if unwarranted impositions are placed on the vessels serving Southcentral 

Alaska.  Our organization endorses the effort Representative Millet has placed in HJR 40 and encourages the 

support of the Alaska State Legislature for its passage. 

 


